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ABSTRACT

Next generation sequencing platforms are
producing biological sequencing data in unprece-
dented amounts. The partners of the International
Nucleotide Sequencing Database Collaboration,
which includes the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI), the European Bio-
informatics Institute (EBI), and the DNA Data Bank
of Japan (DDBJ), have established the Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) to provide the scientific
community with an archival destination for next
generation data sets. The SRA is now accessible
at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra from
NCBI, at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena from EBI and
at http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/sub/trace_sra-e.html
from DDBJ. Users of these resources can obtain
data sets deposited in any of the three SRA
instances. Links and submission instructions are
provided.

TEXT

Next generation sequencing platforms are revolutionizing
genomics and genome science. These instruments are
producing vastly more sequencing data than was ever
possible with capillary technology, providing more
power for resolution of genomic variation, reducing
clonal bias in amplification and making practicable new
assays such as full-length cDNA sequencing on a large
scale. In addition, the shift from microarrays to next gen-
eration sequencing platforms for gene expression and
epigenomics investigations has resulted in much greater
resolving power and accuracy for those experiments. The
new technologies offer tremendous promise for advancing
fundamental knowledge about biology, particularly if the
data are made widely available to the researchers. Based
on the experience with the Trace Archive (established at
NCBI and Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute in 2001 to
archive and distribute capillary sequences to the scientific
community) (1), NCBI set out in 2007 to design a

successor archive to accommodate the next generation
sequencing platforms (2). These platforms now include
454 (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Branford, CT,
USA), Illumina Genome Analyzer (Illumina, Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA), SOLiDTM (Life Technologies
Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA), HeliScope (Helicos
Biosciences Corporation, Cambridge, MA, USA),
Complete Genomics (Complete Genomics Inc., Mountain
View, CA, USA) and SMRTTM (Pacific Biosciences Inc.,
Menlo Park, CA, USA).

The resulting Sequence Read Archive (SRA) is now
accessible at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra from
NCBI, at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena from European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and at http://www.ddbj
.nig.ac.jp/sub/trace_sra-e.html from DNA Data Bank of
Japan (DDBJ). In order to adapt to the much greater
output from next generation sequencing platforms, the
SRA incorporates several improvements over the Trace
Archive, including separation of metadata from the
content, institution of a ‘run’ concept to cover the produc-
tion unit (plate or flowcell) and the creation of a
sequencing ‘experiment’ object to describe the sequencing
library that the runs belong to.

The SRA data model was designed in collabora-
tion with the EBI and the DDBJ under the auspices of
the International Nucleotide Sequence Database
Collaboration (INSDC) (http://www.insdc.org). The
INSDC’s DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank database has been a
critical resource in biomedicine. As new technologies
have arisen, be they ESTs or whole genome shotgun
records, DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank have adapted and
expanded to maintain this valuable international shared
resource. The expansion of Trace/SRA into the interna-
tional collaboration continues the support for a uniform,
international path to critical data sharing in biomedicine.
The three SRAs will mirror data and share an accession
space, essentially providing a world-wide archive. The
EBI’s SRA implementation is described in (3) and
DDBJ’s in (4).

In November 2009, the SRAs collectively hosted about
11 Terabases of biological sequence data. This included
170 full-length human genomes, over 900 bacterial
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genomes, and �100 expression and epigenomics studies.
Over 90 published studies have been linked to SRA
deposits. Most of the human genomes were produced by
the 1000 Genomes Project, which is using sequencing data
to perform a deep analysis of ordinary human variation in
three healthy populations with the expectation of
detecting common human genetic variants (defined as fre-
quency 1% or higher) (www.1000genomes.org). The
Project is submitting reads to the SRAs in real time as
they are produced, allowing investigators, not associated
with this project, direct access to its output.

The value of the SRAs to the scientific community will
depend on the degree to which data from investigations
are deposited. Accordingly, NCBI, EBI and DDBJ
encourage researchers to consider depositing their data
in one of the SRAs. We have tried to ease the burden of
sequence submission in several ways: first time and occa-
sional submitters can use an interactive interface and
upload smaller data sets through a web browser;
high-throughput users can submit data via an automated
submission pipeline that uses XML to describe metadata
and the community-developed Sequence Read Format
(SRF) as a common container file format; and all three
SRAs use a high-speed file transfer protocol called fasp
(Aspera, Inc., Emeryville, CA, USA) that allows users to
transfer files at speeds up to 400Mbps, many times faster
than ftp. For information about submitting to SRA,
see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/static/SRA_
Submission_Guidelines.pdf at NCBI, http://www.ebi
.ac.uk/embl/Documentation/ENA-Reads.html at EBI
and http://trace.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/dra/submission_e.shtml at
DDBJ. Functional genomics studies utilizing short reads
(e.g. ChIP-Seq and mRNA-Seq) can be submitted via
the Gene Expression Omnibus and ArrayExpress
resources; see instructions at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/geo/info/seq.html and http://www.ebi.ac.uk/micro
array/submissions_overview.html, respectively. Finally,

NCBI and EBI are working on developing SRA instances
specially designed for the archiving of human sequencing
data sets under privacy control, usage restrictions or
ethical constraints.
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